
2018 BAROSSA SHIRAZ
Heirloom Vineyards was conceived in vintage 2000, when a young winemaking 
student caught the eye of a silly old wine judge. A love story ensued inspired 
by two vows: To preserve the best of tradition, the old world of wine and 
our unique old vineyards and to champion the best clones of each variety 
planted in the most appropriate sites embracing the principals of organic 
and biodynamic farming. Seven long vintages of trial and error passed before 
Heirloom Vineyards could make a wine that was fine enough to pass on to 
future generations. That is this wine.
This Heirloom Vineyards Shiraz was produced from our best Barossa hand 
tended vineyards. Matured for 18 months in both American and French oak, 
this Shiraz can be enjoyed now yet will reward cellaring and decanting.

OUR WINE NOTES 
Shiraz can be a simple sip or a symphony of the senses, a moment of 
pleasure or an eternity of contemplation. Only the poet can know, so stop 
thinking and surrender.

COLOUR
Opulent, dense and determined in colour: dark yet bright; plummy yet a little 
scary. Viscous.

AROMA
Opulence continues but now in aromatic form: opulence in excelsis. Earthy 
overtones and reduced compote berries below - and all very bright and fresh. 
Blueberry, blackberry, boysenberry. Green herbs, too - the harder ones such as 
rosemary, sage and thyme. And there’s just the hint - the hint - of rosewater.

PALATE
This is a chewy, full and rounded red wine with a savoury meaty edge. The 
savoury acidity that outlines the textures (well-nourished and fluffy, furry 
tannins) and flavours (aniseed, black cherry, black olive, fresh black pepper, 
and mulberry) guides everything to palate’s end in a structured and orderly 
manner.. A very pert and clean, defined finish that indicates well for further 
bottle ageing.

OVERALL 
This is a refined and defined Barossa shiraz that embraces the region’s 
opulent and generous personality yet does so without anything brash or 
buffoonish. It is a red wine that reminds us of old-fashioned courtesy. Bold 
foodstuffs that pack some punch suit it well: a wet roast of lamb shanks 
spiced with a sprinkle of dry chilli flakes; a tofu and eggplant and oyster 
sauce stew; or tripe cooked slowly with, fennel, celery, smoked paprika, and 
star anise.

Alcohol 14.5% (8.6 Standard Drinks) 
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